
 

 

Topic 9: Express Constitutional Guarantees 

There are 5 existing Constitutional Guarantees  

4 have been narrowly construed by the HC & in some instances denied much of their potential 
significance 

1 has been interpreted broadly – s51(xxxi) 

Section 51(xxxi) – The Property Rights Guarantee 

• Prohibits the Cth acquisition of property unless such property is acquired on ‘just terms’ 
• Only binds the Cth 
• This section has a history of broad interpretation, which prompts speculation that the HC has 

historically been more interested in protecting economic rights than civil rights 
• Confers certain property rights – whilst one’s property can be compulsorily acquired, one is 

entitled to just terms as compensation for that acquisition 

John Cooke v Commonwealth (1924) – s51(xxxi) has no application where one’s property is acquired by 
agreement rather than compulsion – one is not constitutionally entitled to just terms if one agrees to 
sell one’s property for a poor price 

“Property” for the purposes of section 51(xxxi) 

Minister for the Army v Dalziel (1944) – HC held that ‘property’ for the purposes of s51(xxxi) includes all 
property interests recognized under general property law  

• Dalziel was the lessee of vacant land which he used as a commercial carpark until Minister took 
possession of land for defence purposes under National Security (General) Regulations & would 
not give compo to cover loss of rental & profits – text385 

Tasmanian Dams Case – majority emphasized that a benefit must be acquired by the Cth or by a 3rd 
party in order for there to be an ‘acquisition’ for the purposes of s51(xxxi), the nature of the benefit 
acquired has been interpreted widely 

It is clear from this case law that there need not be a correspondence between the nature of the benefit 
acquired and the nature of the benefit lost – text387 

Common Law Chose in Action – text391 

A chose in action is an intangible right of property enforceable in a court of law 

Commonwealth v Mewett (1997); Smith v ANL Ltd (2000) - If the Cth legislation extinguishes (even if the 
extinguishment is delayed) or diminishes a common law chose in action, then s51(xxxi) will apply (also 
applies to Georgiadis case below) 



 

 

Georgiadis v Australian & Overseas Telecommunications Corp (1994) – entire court characterized 
Georgiadis’ pre-existing common law rights as ‘property’ – indeed, a right to proceed in a court of law to 
procure the payment of a sum of money (a chose in action) has long been held to constitute property 
under general property law – text391 

Statutory Proprietary Rights – text392 

The case law indicates that proprietary rights which arise from Commonwealth statutes are treated 
differently from common law property rights for the purposes of s51(xxxi) 

Health Insurance Commission (HIC) v Peverill (1994) – Peverill sued HIC for his Medicare entitlements – 
he succeeded in Federal Court but was reversed in HC – Peverill’s right was a chose in action & was 
‘property’ however they all found that no relevant ‘acquisition’ had arisen – Medicare entitlements as 
rights which the Cth had an intrinsic right to vary, diminish and even extinguish – common law as 
opposed to federal statute (Georgiadis in contrast to HIC case) 

Newcrest Mining – this case represents a broadening of the concept of acquisition to the point where it 
could include a wide variety of necessary land use restrictions on environmental grounds – PP4 
(fortunately this case relies strongly on the facts so it can be easily distinguished) 

• the extinguishment of some statutory property rights may not attract s51(xxxi) if they are 
susceptible to variation by the Cth – SG113 

Commonwealth v WMC Resources Ltd (1998) – the acquisition of other statutory rights will fall within 
s51(xxxi) 

Exceptions / Limitations to s51(xxxi) – SG114 

Simon Evans has identified in s51(xxxi) case law 4 categories of exceptions to the principle that 
acquisition of property through the operation of Cth law requires the payment of just terms compo by 
the Cth – these are:- 

1. The Characterisation Approach: s51(xxxi) applies only when a law is characterized as a law with 
respect to the acquisition of property 

a. s51(xxxi) does not apply if the acquisition is incidental to or consequential upon the 
principal purpose of the law (Mutual Pools & Staff P/L v Commonwealth (1994)) 

2. Statutory Regulatory Regimes: s51(xxxi) will generally not apply when the Cth alters property 
rights of individuals in the process of changing or adjusting entitlements under statutory 
regulatory regimes (Health Insurance Commission v Peverill (1994)) 

3. ‘Necessary or characteristic’ means: s51(xxxi) will not apply when the acquisition is a necessary 
or characteristic party of the means selected to achieve an objective 

4. Just terms irrelevant or incongruous: This entails  value judgment as to whether the notion of 
compensation in the circumstances is irrelevant or incongruous – if so, s51(xxxi) will not apply 

**The application of these categories is a highly subjective process** 



 

 

Wirridjal v Commonwealth (2009) – laws made under s122 (territories head of power) were subject to 
s51(xxxi) and must comply with this section 

Section 80 – The Right to a Jury Trial – SG116 

s80 guarantees trial by jury for indictable Cth offences  

It does not guarantee trial by jury for indictable state offences 

R v Bernasconi (1915) – s80 did not apply to Cth indictable offences in the Territories (s80 does not 
impinge on the Cth’s plenary powers regarding the Territories under s122) 

R v Archdall & Roskruge (1928) – s80 only applied to offences which the Cth chose to make triable by 
indictment 

The narrow view of s80 does not confer a trial by jury 

The narrow interpretation potentially allows the Cth to completely undermine the guarantee by simply 
directing that all Cth offences be tried summarily 

Alternate View 

the alternate view is that the section confers upon an accused the right to a jury trial in relation to all 
serious offences (Deane J in Kingswell v R (1985)) – “serious offence” defined as one which is punishable 
by a max term of imprisonment of more than 1 year 

Section 116 – Freedom of Religion – SG116 

s116 contains 4 separate religious guarantees (or 4 separate restrictions on the Cth – but not state – 
power) 

The Cth shall not make any law for:- 

(i) Establishing any religion 
(ii) Imposing any religious observance 
(iii) Prohibiting the free exercise of any religion 
(iv) The Cth must not require a religious test as a qualification for any office or public trust 

under the Cth 

The court has interpreted ‘religion’ widely for the purposes of s116 (Church of the New Faith v 
Commissioner of Pay-Roll Tax (Vic) (1983)) 

Attorney-General (Vic) (Ex rel Black) v Commonwealth (1981) – the Cth must not entrench or set up a 
religion as a national official religion (there is nothing wrong, however, in the Cth providing financial 
assistance to non-govt schools, including church schools 



 

 

Krygger v Williams (1912) – the court also interpreted narrowly the prohibition on the free exercise of 
religion – the prohibition did not extend to laws which required the doing of acts prohibited by a 
particular religion – SG117 

Jehovah’s Witnesses case (1943) – another extraordinary case in which Cth regulations which permitted 
the dissolution of certain associations prejudicial to the war effort were held not to contravene with 
s116, even when the Adelaide company of Jehovahs witnesses was dissolved on the basis of its pacifist 
creeds 

• The court applied the PURPOSE approach – the purpose of the impugned legislation must be the 
prohibition of a particular religion in order for it to contravene s116 

• Accordingly, the legislation did not contravene s116 although the effect of the legislation was to 
prevent the free exercise of a religion 

Kruger case – similarly concluded that a NT Ordinance which allowed aboriginal children to be taken 
from their families & communities & detained in institutions was not a law prohibiting the free exercise 
of a religion 

However laws which were necessary to attain some overriding public purpose or satisfy some pressing 
social need, or laws which were for some specific purpose unconnected with freedom of religion & only 
incidentally affected that freedom, would escape invalidity under s116 – SG118 

Section 117 – Discrimination on the basis of interstate residence – SG118 

s117, a constitutional restriction upon the powers of State Parliament, had little meaning until the 1989 
decision in Street v QLD Bar Association (1989) 

s117 guarantees freedom from discrimination on the basis of interstate residence  

A state should not discriminate against a person because they live in another – the purpose behind s117 
was essentially to help foster national unity, rather than to protect individuals – text419 

s117 binds the states – it is uncertain whether it binds the Cth though (Leeth v Cth (1992)) 

Street v QLD Bar Association (1989) – leading case in s117 – it does not operate to invalidate laws – 
rather, it confers (awards) immunity from laws on persons who would otherwise be suffering from 
interstate residence discrimination – text420 – the court held that s117 would be infringed by laws 
which were indirectly discriminatory, that is, discriminatory in their operation and effect 

Henry v Boehm (1973) – the court held that a discriminatory law was a law which treated classes of 
individuals differently – laws which applied uniformly to all persons did not infringe s117 – the court 
looked for direct discrimination and ignored the discriminatory or unequal effect of the impugned 
legislation upon different groups – SG119 

The test which is now applicable for the purposes of s117 is to compare the situation of another State’s 
resident with the situation of a resident of the legislating state. If, by becoming a resident in the 



 

 

legislating state, an individual would no longer suffer from the disability or discrimination which they 
suffered as a resident of another state, then s117 applies to the impugned legislation 

Exceptions to s117 

‘exception of necessity’ – some state laws, such as electoral laws relating to the franchise, necessarily 
discriminate between a state residents and residents of other states 

Section 41 – Not a Right to Vote – SG119 

s7 and s14 require that the Senate & House of Reps to be chosen by the people – however those 
provisions say nothing about the number & identity of the people who have the right to choose 

The words of s41 arguably indicate that anybody with a right to vote for the lower house of Parliament 
in their State must have a right to vote for the Cth – text425 

R v Pearson; Ex parte Sipka (1983) – majority found that s41 did not guarantee all persons with a right to 
vote in the States a right to vote in the Cth elections – the provision was held to preserve a 
Constitutional right to vote, rather than grant such a right to vote – text426  

• Majority held that s41 protected a right to vote only until the statutory franchise was enacted in 
the Cth Franchise Act 1902 – it was thus construed as a transitional provision – SG120 

• As a consequence of the case, the right to vote in federal elections is derived from Cth 
legislation which can be amended at any time to exclude particular groups 

s41 protects those with a right to vote conferred by another provision in the Constitution 

**GOOD EXAM QUESTION & ANSWER FOR REVISION** 

 

 

 

 


